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	Lose weight, fight sickness and disease, and gain energy with dozens of delicious drinks.

	

	The Big Book of Healing Drinks goes beyond The Healthy Juicer's Bible and The Healthy Smoothie Bible, the previous two books by Farnoosh Brock, by introducing new healing drinks such as elixirs, health “shots” and tonics, delicious “lattes”, teas full of antioxidants, homemade broths, and hot water therapy. The book provides the nutritional value of each drink as well as the easiest way to prepare these recipes in the comfort of your own kitchen.

	

	Maybe you need to heal your body after a weekend of overstuffing it with rich foods, or hit the reset button after a long trip, or do your part in preventing, stopping, or slowing down the onset of a cold or a flu, or simply be in tip top shape for your favorite fitness program. Whatever the case may be, The Big Book of Healing Drinks is sure to have a recipe for you. Recipes include:

		
			Coffee, "Milk", and Oats Smoothie
	
			Creamy Tangy Zucchini, Pineapple, and Avocado Smoothie
	
			Sweet Potato and Almond Milk Blast Smoothie
	
			Fennel, Grape, Pear, and Kale Juice
	
			Dairy-Free Turmeric, Cinnamon, Coconut Oil Latte
	
			Farnoosh's Magic Elixir: Apple Cider Vinegar, Turmeric, Ginger, Lemon, Honey, and Cayenne


	
		As you evolve into a healthier version of yourself, you will feel more energy and less fatigue throughout the day, more lightness and less heaviness in your movements, and more overall joy and confidence in your life.
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FIB Nanostructures (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2014

	FIB Nanostructures reviews a range of methods, including milling, etching, deposition, and implantation, applied to manipulate structures at the nanoscale. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) is an important tool for manipulating the structure of materials at the nanoscale, and substantially extends the range of possible applications of...
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How to Do Everything With Your iPAQ(R) Pocket PCMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Now you can do more with your iPAQ than you ever thought possible with this easy-to-use guide. Learn to maximize your iPAQ's built-in features and increase functionality with additional applications and accessories. You'll also get step-by-step guidance for using Word, Excel, and Outlook and managing your finances with the Pocket Money application....
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Oh. My. Gods.Dutton Juvenile, 2008
The story is part "Harry Potter," part Rick Riordan's The Lightning Thief  and part shojo, and it will keep teens, particularly girls, reading. -- School Library Journal

The mythological concept elevates the usual high-school dramas...to new heights. Funny and light, this tale is a romance of Olympian proportions. --...
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Engineering Acoustics: An Introduction to Noise ControlSpringer, 2009
'Engineering acoustics' is a teaching textbook that can serve as a tool for self-study and as a compendium for lectures as well. One of the author's goals is not only to describe how the topic develops but also why a specific way is chosen. The explanations do not restrict themselves to mathematical formulas. Only the illustrative explanation...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	SharePoint 2010 enables businesses to set up collaboration with, and for, many types of entities (employees, vendors, customers, and so on) while integrating disparate technologies. It has proved so valuable a tool at many organizations that its growth has led it to become a mission-critical application. As SharePoint has grown through each...
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C# 4.0 How-ToSams Publishing, 2010
Real Solutions for C# 4.0 Programmers

 

Need fast, robust, efficient code solutions for Microsoft C# 4.0? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for. You’ll find more than 200 solutions, best-practice techniques, and tested code samples...
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